DIRECTIONS TO ALEMANYS 5
VERY IMPORTANT NOTICE: Alemanys 5 is located in the core of the historical quarter of
Girona, a zone with many restrictions for cars where is NOT ADVISABLE AT ALL to use a
GPS navigator or a smart phone App by your own, because most of the streets are very
narrow and have gates for non residents that are not recognised by the GPS and the App’s, so
there is a very high risk to get lost or caught, so please follow this instructions in order to have
a safe and pleasant arrival:
A. If you use a GPS Navigator or a smart phone App, introduce the following address
“Plaça Josep Ferrater i Mora, Girona”. Once you arrive there, continue straight ahead down
the street (there is a no-entry sign but do not worry) and you will arrive to “Plaça Sant
Domènec”. Park and walk till the house, located right here. On the following pages you will
find a selection of pictures showing this way.
B. If you use a classic city map, go up the street “Pujada de les Pedreres” and then turn left
in “Passeig Fora Muralla” following the signs to “Universitat de Girona” and you will arrive
to “Plaça Josep Ferrater i Mora”. Then continue straight ahead down the street (there is a
no-entry sign but do not worry) and you will arrive to “Plaça Sant Domènec”. Park here and
walk till the house, located right here. On the following pages you will find a selection of
pictures showing this way.
VERY IMPORTANT ALSO: Please call our house manager, Mrs Montse Ollé, at least one
hour before your estimated arrival time and she will be waiting for you at the house door.
Montse speaks English and her mobile telephone is (+34) 629.346.330 but she can also be
reached at home in the number (+34) 972.206.961

The pictures in the following pages show in detail what you will be seeing from “Pujada
de les Pedreres” till the house:

Drive up “Pujada de les Pedreres”

Turn left to “ Passeig Fora Muralla”

Continue through “Passeig Fora Muralla”

Turn left and continue, crossing under the iron bridge that you can see at the end

Arrival to “Plaça Josep Ferrater i Mora”, continue straight ahead. At your right you have
the Library of the Girona University and at the end you can see the Girona Cathedral.

Continue down the street and do not worry for the “no-entry” red signal because being
our guest you are now a temporary resident.

This is “Plaça Sant Domènec” with the house Alemanys 5 at the end. Park your car here
and go walking till the house door to meet our housekeeper, Mrs. Montse Ollé.
Have a pleasant stay in Girona and do not hesitate to call Montse us for any question.

